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Abstract 

A quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum channels between any two users 

using non-orthogonal states is provided in this paper. Every user keeps a set of quantum 

particles in non-orthogonal states in a key management center (KMC) as the public key 

while he or she keeps the states of them as the private key. By the help of KMC users can 

accomplish secret communication and message authentication. The laws of quantum 

physics guarantee the unconditional security of this cryptosystem. No entangled states or 

complex quantum operations are needed. On the other hand there are no quantum 

channels needed to connecting any two users. So the public-key cryptosystem is easier to 

carry out and more robust in practice. 
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1. Introduction 

Quantum cryptography is the integration of quantum physics and cryptography. Unlike 

classical cryptography based on the computation complexity, quantum cryptography 

applies the special properties of quantum system to achieve secure communications. The 

laws of quantum physics guarantee that quantum cryptographic protocols can be 

unconditionally secure. In 1984 Bennett and Brassard proposed the first quantum key 

distribution protocol (so called BB84 protocol) [1], which is the beginning of quantum 

cryptography. After that people have developed many kinds of QKD protocols, such as 

the EPR protocol [2], B92 protocol [3], Lo-Chau's protocol [4], and so on [5-13]. 

Experiments of OKD have also been accomplished successfully for many times. In 1992 

Bennett et al first realized BB84 protocol in laboratory [14]. Now QKD protocols in 

optical fiber have been carried out beyond 150 km [15] while QKD protocols in free 

space have been carried out over a distance of 1 km [16]. 

All the QKD protocols mentioned above belong to symmetrical key protocols in which 

people use the same key to encrypt the plain text and decrypt the cipher text. But 

symmetrical key cryptosystems are confronted with a difficult problem: how to distribute 

and manage keys if many users want to communicate with each other? If there are N 

users, every user needs to share a key with the each one of other N-1 users. So N(N-1)/2 

distribution processes must be accomplished before the cryptosystem begin to work. It's a 

heavy work when N is a large number. Moreover in practice maybe the users don't trust 

each other at all, which means that they can't establish shared keys by implementing key 

distribution. In classical cryptography public-key cryptosystem (or public-key algorithm) 

is a solution to overcome such difficulties, for example, RSA algorithm [17] and so on. In 

a public-key cryptosystem every user has a (public key, private key) pair. The public key 

is used to encrypt the plain text while the private key is used to decrypt the corresponding 

cipher text. But the two keys are independent from each other, that is to say, holding a key 

is of no help to finding the other key. Every user's public key is kept by a key manage 

center and open to every one. But every user must keep his or her private key absolutely 
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secret. When a user Bob wants to send secret information to another user Alice, he asks 

KMC for Alice's public key and uses it to encrypt the plain text. Only Alice can decrypt 

the cipher text by her private key. So to achieve secret communications a user needs only 

share his or her public key with the credible KMC, which reduce the key distribution and 

key management greatly. Classical public-key cryptosystems have been widely applied in 

modern society, for example, commercial affairs, military affairs, network 

communications et al. But Peter Shor proved that RSA algorithm can be cracked in 

polynomial time on future quantum computer in 1994 [18], that is to say, the classical 

public-key cryptosystems based on RSA algorithm will lose effectiveness on a quantum 

computer. So do most classical pubic-key cryptosystems based on several other classical 

public-key algorithms. Quantum public-key technology may be the best solution. In 2001 

Gottesman presented a quantum one-way function to design quantum message 

authentication protocol [19] which is instructive to develop a public-key system. 

Nikolopoulos presented the first unconditionally secure quantum public-key protocol in 

2008 [20]. It's based on the single-particle rotation of unknown quantum states. Since then 

several public-key protocols have been provided [21-29]. 

Until now users need to exchange qubits to complete the communication process in 

most of current quantum public-key cryptosystems. So it's necessary to maintain a 

quantum channel between any two users. But it may often be very difficult even 

impossible in a large network including many users separated in space. In this paper we 

provide a quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum channels between any two 

users using non-orthogonal states. It is based on the indistinguishability of non-orthogonal 

quantum states. With the help of the key management center, two users can communicate 

with each other securely. Moreover message authentication can be fulfilled naturally by 

the public-key cryptosystem. There are no entangled states or complex quantum 

operations needed. Moreover no quantum channels are needed between any two users. So 

it's easier to carry out and more robust in practice. 

 

2. Basic Idea 

In quantum information science the basic unit of quantum information is called a qubit 

which can be represented by a two-state quantum system. As known the state space of a 

qubit is a two-dimension Hilbert space. There are four possible states of a qubit in its state 

space 

 1|,0| ,      |,|                                                  (1) 

in which  

)1|0(|
2

1
|                                                            

)1|0(|
2

1
|  .                                                   (2) 

Obviously the four states aren’t orthogonal to each other. It’s known that |0> and |1> form 

a complete orthogonal basic vector set 

}1|,0{|01 B                                                           (3) 

while |+> and |-> form another complete orthogonal basic vector set 

}|,{| B .                                                         (4) 

People can measure a qubit in 01B  or B as required. Quantum mechanics demands that 

non-orthogonal quantum states can’t be discriminated from each other with certainty, that 

is to say, it’s impossible to determine one state of the four states  |0>, |1>, |+>, |->  with 

certainty. 
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 Let’s consider a public-key cryptosystem. It includes a key management center (KMC) 

and N users. A user, for example, Alice creates an n-qubit sequence denoted as Q   

)...( 21 nqqqQ  .                                                          (5) 

in which every qubit is in one of the four states |0>, |1>, |+>, |-> at random. Q is just 

Alice’s public key. At the same time Alice denotes the states of these n qubits’ as a state 

sequence  

)|...|(| 21  n .                                              (6) 

which is just Alice’s private key. Then Alice gives her public key to KMC in which it is 

open to any user while she keeps her private key absolutely secret so that no one except 

herself can get it. All users agree to the Coding Rule. 

Coding Rule:  

|0>→0, |1>→1, |+>→0, |->→1                                             (7) 

Now let’s assume that another user, such as Bob, wants to send a secret message denoted 

as an n-bit string P to Alice. Obviously P is called the plain text which Bob send to Alice. 

To encrypt the plain text into the cipher text, Bob asks KMC for Alice’s public key Q . 

After getting Q  he asks Alice for the correct base to measure the qubits through a public 

classical channel. Then to each qubit iq  in Q , Alice find its state i from   and 

determines the basis to measure it according to the following Key Rule.   

Key Rule: If the state i of the qubit iq is |0> or |1>, the measurement basis is 01B ; if the 

state i of the qubit iq is |+> or |->, the measurement basis B .  

Finally Alice gets a sequence of basis )...( 21 nBBBB   in 

which },{,...,, 0121  BBBBB n . Then Alice sends Bob B through the classical channel. 

When Bob receives B, he measures Q  according to B. The measurement results can be 

described as the following table. 

Table 1. Measurement Result 

State 
Bob’s 

basis 

Bob’s measurement 

result 

|0> 01B  |0> 

|1> 01B  |1> 

|+> B  |+> 

|-> B  |-> 

 

Obviously after finishing the measurements Bob will get   at last. Moreover the state of 

any qubit hasn’t changed at all. Next Bob records his measurement results according to 

the Coding Rule. So he gets an n-bit string K. Now if Bob wants to send Alice an n-bit 

string P, he performs an XOR operation on P and K to get a new string PS in which 

KPPS  .                                                         (8) 

P’ is just the cipher text. Then Bob sends P’ to Alice through the classical channel. When 

Alice receives P’, she first produces an n-bit string K’ form the private key which she 

holds according to the Coding Rule. It’s easy to find that K’=K. Then Alice performs an 

XOR operation on K’ and PS to get a new string P’. Taking into account the property of 

XOR operation, we have 

PKKPKPSP  ''' .                                       (9) 

So Alice gets P at last. It is just the secret message Bob wants to send her. In section 4 we 

will prove that by a well-designed scheme no one except Alice and Bob can get the plain 
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text. So Alice and Bob accomplish a secure secret communication process. Moreover 

users can achieve message authentication by the help of KMC which we will show it in 

section 3. 

There is still a problem unsolved. Alice’s public key is an n-qubit sequence. After a 

communication process, it has been consumed by Bob, that is to say, one public key can 

be used for only one time. If many users want to send secret information to Alice or a user 

wants to send secret information to Alice for many times, KMC must preserve a lot of 

public keys for Alice. Moreover Bob has gotten   after a communication process with 

Alice! If another user encrypts plain text using the public, Bob will be able to decrypt it 

without being found. So KMC must not keep many copies of one public key. It should 

keep many different public keys for Alice otherwise Bob will be able to get any message 

other user sends to Alice in future. In practice KMC should keep M (M>>N) public key 

for Alice in which every public key should be given a unique id number. So does every 

user in the cryptosystem.  
Now we can design a quantum public-key cryptosystem based on this idea.  

 

3. Quantum Public-key Cryptosystem without Quantum Channels 

between any Users using Non-orthogonal States 

Now we give the quantum public-key cryptosystem as follows. 

 

3.1. Building the Public-key Cryptosystem 

There are N users and a key management center (KMC) in the public-key 

cryptosystem. Any two users can exchange classical information through an 

authenticated public classical channel. The classical channel is open to everyone, 

that is to say, everyone can get the information transmitted though it. But it is 

authenticated so that a user can affirm the identity of the other one who is 

communicating with him. On the other hand every user can exchange qubits with 

KMC through an insecure quantum channel which every one can control. But two 

users needn’t to exchange qubits so that no quantum channels are needed between 

them.  

Every user, such as Alice, creates M n-qubit sequence in which one qubit is in the 

state |0>, |1>, |+>, or |-> at random. One n-qubit sequence is called a public key 

while all the states of the n qubits form an n-state sequence which is the 

corresponding private key. So the public key set of a user can be denoted as  

  },...,2,1,),({ MiQiK AliceiAlicePK                              (10) 

in which iQ  is an n-qubit sequence with the id number i. On the other hand the user’s private key 

set can be denoted as 

  },...,2,1,),({ MiiK AliceiAlicePA   .                                  (11) 

in which i  is the corresponding n-state sequence with the id number i. All users’ public keys are 

kept by KMC and open to everyone who wants get them. But a user must keep his private keys 

absolutely secret by himself so that no other one including KMC can get it.  

 

3.2. Process of Communication 

If a user Bob wants to send an n-bit string P to another user Alice. They perform 

the following steps. 

Step 1: Bob asks KMC for one of Alice’s public keys.  

Step 2: KMC chooses one public keys AlicejQj ),(  from Alice’s public key set 

 
AlicePKK  at random and sends it to Bob through the quantum channel. 
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Step 3: When Bob receives AlicejQj ),( , he sends the id number j to Alice through 

the classical channel. 

Step 4: When Alice receives the id number j, she takes out the corresponding 

private key Alicejj ),(  . Then Alice produces the basis sequence B according to the 

Key Rule. 

Step 5: Alice sends her basis sequence B to Bob. 

Step 6: When Bob receives B, he measures AlicejQj ),(  according to B. Then he 

records his measurement results according to the Coding Rule.  Finally Bob gets an 

n-bit string K.  

Step 7: Bob performs an XOR operation on P and K to get the cipher text PS. 

Then Bob sends PS to Alice. 

Step 8: When Alice receives PS, she first produce an n-bit string K’ from 

Alicejj ),(  according to the Coding Rule.  It’s obvious that K’=K.  

Step 9: Alice performs an XOR operation on PS and K’ to get a string P’. 

It is easy to find P’=P. So Alice has gotten the message that Bob sends her. 

If Alice wants to send a secret message to Bob, they need only exchange the roles 

in the communication process above. So any two users can achieve secret 

communications in this public-key cryptosystem. 

 

3.3. Message Authentication 

If Bob sends a secret message PO to Alice, he can sign the message to guarantee the 

reality of PO. What Bob needs to do is to attach a classical message (the authentication 

token) with the original message that he wants send to Alice. To produce the 

authentication token, Bob performs the following steps. 

Step 1: Bob produces an abstract PA from PO which he wants to send Alice by a hash 

algorithm, such as SHA-1 algorithm. The length of PA is m. 

Step 2: Bob chooses one of his private keys at random, such as Bobii ),(  . Then he 

produces an n-bit string ST form Bobii ),(   according to the Coding Rule. Next Bob 

chooses the first m bits from ST. Finally Bob gets an m-bit string PK. 

Step 3: Bob performs an XOR operation between PA and PK. Finally he gets an m-bit 

string PS which is just the authentication token.   

Step 4: Bob attaches PS  and the id number i with PO. So he gets a string PX which is 

the plain text to be submitted to Alice. 

Notice that the length of PX should be n. So the length of the original message PO 

added with the length of k should be n-m. If PO can’t satisfy it, we can always make it by 

dividing it into several parts or adding supplementary bits to it. 

Then Bob and Alice can finish the communication as the steps in section 3.2. 

After Alice gets the plain text PX, she can extract the original message PO, the 

authentication token PS and the id number i. To verify the authentication, she does the 

following steps. 

Step 1: Alice gets Bob’s no. i public key BobiQi ),(  from KMC through the quantum 

channel.  

Step 2: Alice asks Bob for the measurement basis sequence through the classical 

channel.  

Step 3: Bob produces the basis sequence B according to Bobii ),(   and sends it to Alice 

through the classical channel. 
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Step 4: Alice measure BobiQi ),(  in B. Then she takes the first m measurement results 

and records them according to the Key Rule. Finally she gets an m-string PK’ which is 

just equal to PK. 

Step 5: Alice performs an XOR operation on PK’ and PS. So she gets an m-bit string 

PA’.  

Step 6: Alice produces the abstract PA of PO using SHA-1 algorithm just as Bob does.  

Step 7: Alice compare PA’ and PA. If they are identical, the verification succeeds. 

Alice can be sure that the message PO is really from Bob. 

On the other hand by the SHA-1 algorithm Alice can also assure that the message PO 

hasn’t been tampered by any eavesdroppers. 

 

4. Security of the Public-key Cryptosystem 

This quantum public-key cryptosystem is secure. If one user Bob sends a secret 

message to another user Alice, no other one including KMC can get the message. At the 

same time message authentication is also secure. No one can pretend to be Bob to send 

fake message to Alice. We prove it as follows. 

We assume that an eavesdropper, such as Eve, wants to get the message transmitted 

from Bob to Alice. 

 

4.1. Impossibility for Eve to get the Message 

Eve can listen to both the classical channel and the quantum channel. She can catch all 

the classical information transmitted between Alice and Bob while she can catch Alice’s 

private key AlicejQj ),(  when KMC sends it to Bob. Obviously Eve can get the cipher text 

PS sent form Bob to Alice in step 8 of section 3.2. At the same time she also knows that 

the cipher text is produced by no. j public key with the plain text P. Eve knows that PS is 

produced by P XOR K.  So what Eve needs to do is to get K.  

When KMC sends Alice’s public key AlicejQj ),(  to Bob in step 1, Eve may catch it 

and try to do something to get the key. We can prove that Eve can’t succeed.  

First Eve can’t measure AlicejQj ),(  because she doesn’t know the correct basis 

sequence B which Alice will produce and declare in step 3. Now if Eve 

measures AlicejQj ),(  without the correct basis sequence B, she can just get some random 

measurement results. It’s of no use to help Eve in getting K. Since Bob doesn’t receive 

AlicejQj ),(  because Eve has intercepted it, he won’t send any message to Alice asking 

for the basis sequence B at all, or in other words, Alice will never send B to Bob. Of 

course Eve can’t get B. Moreover the states of AlicejQj ),(  will collapse if Eve chooses 

wrong basis, that is to say, the string K which Bob gets will be different from the string K’ 

which Alice produces from Alicejj ),(  . If Eve sends AlicejQj ),(  which has been 

measured to Alice, Alice can’t decrypt the cipher text at all. So she can affirm Eve’s 

existing at once and abandon the communication. So Eve fails in getting the secret 

message without being found. 

Second Eve may think that she can make a copy of AlicejQj ),(  without 

measuring AlicejQj ),(  . Then she sends  AlicejQj ),(  to Bob and listens to the 

communicated information between Alice and Bob so that she can get B just as Alice. 

Next Eve does the same steps as Alice. Finally she can also get the message P. Such 

strategy of attack is infeasible at all. Quantum no-cloning theorem forbids anyone to clone 

an unknown quantum state. So it’s impossible for Eve to make a copy of AlicejQj ),( , not 
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mention to getting the basis sequence B and the plain text P. Whatever Eve does, the 

probability to get the plain text P for her is no more than the probability she just guesses 

it. Since P is an n-bit string, the probability for Eve to get P is no more than 
n

errorP 









2

1
.                                                      (12) 

If n=1000, we have 

300

1000

10
2

1 







errorP .                                            (13) 

It’s a number too small to imagine. So Eve is sure to fail.  

 Third Eve may take the strategy of entanglement attack. After receiving AlicejQj ),(  , 

to each qubit (denoted as qubit 1) she creates an auxiliary qubit  (denoted as qubit E) in 

the state |0>. Then Alice performs a CNOT (controlled NOT) operation on the two qubits 

in which the control qubit is qubit 1 and the target qubit is qubit E. Next Eve sends 

AlicejQj ),(  to Bob. When Alice sends B to Bob through the classical channel, Eve also 

gets B. Then Eve measures the auxiliary qubit sequence with the aim to get K. But it’s 

impossible for Eve to get K because Eve’s measurement results are sure to be different 

from Bob’s. Let’s prove it as follows. After Eve’s CNOT operation the state of whole 

two-qubit system comprise of qubit 1 and qubit E changes as table 2. 

Table 2. Entanglement Attack 

Before CNOT After CNOT basis 

E 0|0| 1  E 0|0| 1  01B  

E 0|1| 1  E 1|1| 1  01B  

E 0|| 1  EE  1|1|0|0| 11  B  

E 0|| 1  EE  1|1|0|0| 11  B  

 

When Eve gets B, she measures qubit E according to B. Then she produces a string 

according the Coding Rule from her measurement results. On the other hand Alice 

produces K’ according to the Coding Rule in step 8.  If the state of qubit 1 is |0> or |1>, 

Eve will get the same bit as Bob and achieves her goal. But if the state of qubit 1 is |+> or 

|->, to each qubit the probability that Eve gets the same bit as Bob is only 1/2. So the 

average probability that Eve gets the same bit as Bob is 3/4. Since there are n bits in K’, 

the probability for Eve to get it is no more than 
n

errorP 









4

3
.                                                   (14) 

If n=1000,  

125

1000

10
4

3 







errorP .                                        (15) 

So such attack also fails.  
 

4.2. Impossibility for KMC to Get the Message 

In this public-key cryptosystem KMC can’t get the message sent from Bob to 

Alice, either. We prove it as follows. 

     First KMC will be on the same boat as Eve when Bob sends the cipher text PS 

to Alice. KMC can get PS, too. But without K it’s impossible for it to recover the 

plain text P from PS just as Eve.  
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Second since KMC keeps Alice’s public keys, it may try to get something about 

the key to help itself in getting the plain text. But KMC doesn’t hold the private 

key Alicejj ),(  , that is to say, the states of all the qubits in AlicejQj ),(  are unknown 

to KMC, either. Obviously KMC also can’t measure AlicejQj ),(  to help it to get the 

secret message because it can do nothing more than Eve. We have proved that Eve 

can’t succeed. So does KMC. 

 

4.3. Security against Fake Message Attack by Eavesdroppers 

Eve may catch the cipher text PS sent from Bob to Alice and sends a fake 

message FP to Alice. It can be proved to be impossible as follows. 

As known the cipher text PS is sent through the public classical channel. It’s easy 

for Eve to catch PS. But Eve has no K to encode FP. Notice it, Alice will decode the 

cipher text FPS encoded from FP which Eve sends her with K’ (K’=K). No mater 

what Eve does to treat FP to get FPS, the probability that Alice just gets FP after 

decoding FPS with K’ is no more than the probability that Alice guesses every bit of 

K’ or K correctly. So the probability that Eve make Alice to accept a fake message 

is 
n

errorP 









2

1
  .                                                             (16) 

 
If n=1000,  

300

1000

10
2

1 







errorP .                                                     (17) 

It’s an extreme small probability so that we can say that Eve can’t succeed. 

On the other hand Eve may catch the public key AlicejQj ),(  when it’s sent form 

KMC to Bob. But she still has no way in making Alice to receive a fake message 

because the states of the qubits in AlicejQj ),(  are unknown to her. Moreover Eve 

will be found as long as she measure the qubit in AlicejQj ),( . It’s easy to prove that 

the probability Eve escaping from being found is equal to that in equation (15) in 

subsection 4.1, or in other words, it’s about
12510

. 

So we can conclude that Eve can’t have Alice to accept a distort message. 
 

4.4. Security against Fake Message Attack by KMC 

Although KMC keeps Alice’s public keys, it can’t make Alice to accept a fake 

message, either. If Bob asks KMC for Alice’s public key AlicejQj ),( , how can KMC 

do? First KMC can’t measure AlicejQj ),(  because Alice and Bob will find it and 

abandon the process of communication, which has been proved in subsection 4.3. 

Second quantum no-cloning theorem forbid KMC to produce a copy of AlicejQj ),( . 

So what KMC can do is no more than what Eve can do. We have proved that Eve 

can’t make Alice to accept a fake message. So KMC can’t make it, either. 
 

4.5. Security of Message Authentication 

Message authentication in this cryptosystem is easy to be proved to be secure. No 

one can counterfeit Bob to send a message to another user. To produce the 

authenticated token, Bob produces ST from his private Bobii ),(  according to the 
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Coding Rule and chooses the first m bits of ST. So he gets a random binary string 

PK. The authenticated token PS is produced by PAPK  in which PA is the 

abstract of the plain text PO. When Alice receives the cipher text and decrypts it, 

she will extract PS and the id number i. Then she ask KMC for Bob’ public key 

BobiQi ),(  and chooses out the first m qubits.  By measuring these qubits according 

to B Alice gets PK’. Obviously PK= PK’. Then Alice performs PAPK '  to get PS’. 

If PS’= PS, the digital signature is verified. It’s easy to find that PK= PK’ is 

necessary to produce the correct authentication token. But no one except Bob holds 

Bob’s private key Bobii ),(  . This means that Eve can’t get PK (or PK’) from 

Bobii ),(  as Bob does. Without PK (or PK’) the probability that Eve just produce the 

correct authentication token PS is at most 
m

errorP 









2

1

.                                                    (23) 

If m=100, 

30

100

10
2

1 







errorP

.                                           (24) 

So no one can forge Bob’s authentication token, which also means that Alice can 

assure that the message is from Bob. On the other hand SHA-1 algorithm guarantees 

that the message is real and intact because the probability using another message to 

produce the same abstract is negligible. 
 

4.6 Security against Forward Search Attack 

In classical public-key cryptosystem forward search attack is a powerful strategy 

of attack. Eve uses Alice’s public key to encrypt as many plain texts as possible and 

save the (plain text, cipher text) pairs in her database. Next Eve listens to the 

channel and catches all the cipher texts sent to Alice. Then Eve searches the cipher 

text in her database. If she does find a matched (plain text, cipher text) pair, she is 

sure that the plain text is just the secret message which is being sent to Alice. But 

forward search attack is invalid in this quantum public-key cryptosystem because 

Alice has many (public key, private key) pairs in which one pair can be used for 

only one time. If Eve encrypts the plain text P using one of Alice’s public 

keys AlicejQj ),(  to get the cipher text PS, the (public key, private key) pair has been 

consumed. If a user, for example Bob wants to send a secret message to Alice, he 

has to choose another public key AlicejQj ),'( '  to encrypt the plain text, that is to say, 

it’s impossible for Eve to find the cipher text in her database at all.  So forward 

search attack is impossible to succeed. 
 

4.7. Security against Resend Attack 

In classical public-key cryptosystem Eve can catch the cipher text and make a 

copy of it. Then Eve resends the cipher text again to Alice when she wants. Alice 

can decrypt it successfully without finding anything wrong. So Eve has made Alice 

to receive a repeated message even though she knows nothing about the message. 

But our quantum public-key cryptosystem is immune to such attack. When Alice 

receives a cipher text which is sent from Eve as a resent message, she has no correct  

private keys to decrypt it because the key has been consumed after the first 

communication process. So Alice can’t recover the plain text at all. What Alice can 

get is not a repeated message but a random string. So she will see through Eve ’s 

cheating at once. 
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4.8. Security against Chosen Plain Text Attack 

If Eve can produce the cipher text of random plain text, by comparing many 

(plain text, cipher text) pairs she may find some regular patterns which can helps 

Eve to get the key. This is called chosen plain text attack. It is a serious threat to 

classical public-key cryptosystem. But our quantum public-key cryptosystem is 

immune to chosen text attack because a (public key, private key) can be used for 

one time. Every cipher text is produced from a unique public key. There are nothing 

correlations among different (plain text, cipher text) pairs. So the quantum public -

key cryptosystem is secure against chosen text attack. 

 

5. Feasibility Analysis of the Public-key Cryptosystem 

First in this public-key cryptosystem what users and KMC have to do are 

performing the single particle measurement on qubits and transmitting qubits 

through a quantum channel, which have been mature technology for many years. No 

entangled states and complex quantum operations are needed. So it’s easier to carry 

out in practice. 

Second in this public-key cryptosystem any two users needn’t exchange qubits at 

all. What they need to do is to communicate with each other though a public 

classical channel. So it not only saves much resource but also avoids many costs for 

maintain the quantum channels, which make it easier to carry out and more robust in 

practice. This is a big advantage of this quantum public-key cryptosystem. 

Third as known all quantum cryptographic protocols depends on the special 

properties of quantum system. But in reality a quantum system will occur 

decoherence over time inevitably, which make it to degenerate into a classical 

system and lose quantum coherence. So any quantum cryptographic protocol will 

collapse once decoherence takes place. This difficulty can be solved by using 

quantum systems which has a long decoherence time as the carrier of qubit, such as 

photon. Another solution is to replace the public keys periodically. Secret 

communication can be completed successfully so long as it finishes before the 

public keys undergo decoherence.   

 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 

There is a weak point of this public-key cryptosystem. A public key can be used 

for only one time. This means that KMC must keep many public keys for one user. 

Once a user’s public keys run out, no one can sends message to him again. This 

problem can be overcome by developing public-key cryptosystem in which the 

public key is reusable. We will study it in future work. 

In this paper we provide a quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum 

channels between any two users using non-orthogonal states. N users can achieve 

secret communications by the help of a key manage center (KMC). The principles of 

quantum mechanics guarantee that the public-key cryptosystem is unconditionally 

secure. On the other hand message authentication can be accomplished. There are no 

quantum channels needed between any two users. So the quantum public-key 

cryptosystem is easier to carry out and more robust in practice.  
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